Contact Information:

**Arizona Operator Certification Program**
**Coll, Dist, WT, WWT**
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
1110 W. Washington St.
Phoenix, AZ  85007
Phone: (602) 771-4511
Email: nra@azdeq.gov
Visit Their Website

Approval Details:

WEFTEC 2017® has been approved for Professional Development Hours (PDHs) for Arizona certified operators. A PDH is based on one hour of contact time. Arizona certified operators would need to deduct any breaks from the overall conference contact time and that will equal the number of PDHs that an Arizona certified operator would earn by participating in the conference.

The legal definition contained in the Arizona Administrative Code defines a professional development hour as follows:

"Professional development hour" means one hour of participation in an organized educational activity related to engineering, biological or chemical sciences, a closely related technical or scientific discipline, or operations management.